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Editorial – Norman Lowe  

 
As usual, we had a very successful Annual Conference in early March – see the report 
below. Even though we made an admission charge for the first time we had a full house and 
even regrettably had to tell a few late applicants that there was no space for them. So we 
have decided to book a larger venue for next year and will be returning to Apperley Village 
Hall near Tewkesbury in Gloucestershire where the 2012 Conference was held. So, a date 
for your diary, the 2017 Annual Conference will be held there on Sunday March 12th. 
 
We start 2016 with a very interesting if rather depressing roundup of mothy numbers 
recorded in the first quarter. Few recorders will be surprised to read that these were well 
down on those of last year but I think it’s important to illustrate how bad it’s been with real 
numbers. Evan then does a comparison of abundance and empty traps with temperature 
around our patch and shows just how cold it was in April! 
 
Next we have a piece by regular contributor David Baker on the use of English vernacular 
names for micro-moths. We are always happy to include contributor’s personal views, and 
David certainly isn’t impressed by the proposed new English names. Though I see he 
doesn’t mention Welsh names! 
 
Our last contribution comes from a new recorder, Susan Nicholls, who tells us how she got 
started and gives good advice on how to rear larvae even with a strong phobia! 
 
I hope you enjoy this, and please let me have any comments. 
 

GMS News 
 

Spring 2016 
 

Weeks 1-9 
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Overview GMS 2016 1
st

 Quarter – Evan Lynn  
  
Compared to GMS 1st Quarter results last year the downward trend in moth numbers 
continues, as shown in the histogram below.  Although some records have yet to be received 
this appears to be a worrying decline long term approaching the dismal 2013 level. When the 
Met Office issued severe weather warnings in February for this quarter, the poor catches 
perhaps could have been predicted. They said this would be primarily due to a strong El Niño 
upsetting normal weather patterns pushing cold weather southwards in March and April.  
Several co-ordinators reported a slow start to the season with one pleased to be now 
reaching double figures! 
  
Fig. 1  GMS 2010 – 2016 Q1  Mean moth numbers & total number of species  

 
The graph below shows the effect of temperature in relation to the number of empty traps.  
When the temperature drops at the start and end of the quarter the number of empty traps 
increases.  This year the minimum night time temperature has been well below average. 
 
Fig 2.   GMS 2010 – 2016 Q1  Minimum temperature & empty traps 
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The relationship between minimum temperature and the number of moths is important as it 
may be relevant to whether or not they fly that night. Overall daily temperatures have a  
bearing on the moths' flight period.  Lower or higher temperatures can delay or advance the 
annual flight period of the moths which in turn affect the breeding cycle of insectivorous birds 
by impacting the start of their breeding cycle 
 
The graph below show the average hourly temperatures in our garden with the figures from 
our weather station. The black squares are our results on the actual catching night.  The 
short vertical lines are the GMS Fridays.   
 
Fig 3.GMS Q1 2016 - Average temperatures and moth catches 
 

 
It would appear that the lowest catches still correlated with cold nights and as the overall 
temperatures rose towards the end of the quarter the catches improved slightly.  It is 
interesting to note that while we recorded a no catch in Week 5 this was the best week of the 
GMS quarter as shown in the following graph of total moth number caught per week.  This 
demonstrates that each locality can be different. 

 
Fig 3. GMS Q1 2016  Total Moths caught per week 
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With these charts in mind I have added maps of the Mean Maximum temperatures for the UK 
for the Months of March and April.  While April temperatures would normally be expected to 
be higher than those of March the anomaly was probably a result of the cold air pushing 
southwards in April.  
 
Fig 4.  Mean maximum temperatures for March & April 2016 (with permission of the 
Meteorological Office) 

 
Within any region  there can be considerable variation in the number of moths caught by 
each recorder, as shown by the chart below for the South West Region. 
 
Fig 5.  GMS Q1 2016 -  Number of Moths caught by each recorder in the South West Region 
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These variations can be represented in graphic form by showing the mean number of empty 
traps (fig 6) and the total moths caught (fig 7) per Vice County within the UK & Ireland. 
 
Fig 6.  GMS Q1 2016 -  VC Map of GMS regions showing mean number of empty trap nights 
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Fig 7.  GMS Q1 2016 -  VC Map of GMS regions showing mean number of moths caught 
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This year has seen a severe drop in the numbers of the top twenty core moths recorded for 
the quarter. All the top twenty species are greatly reduced in number with no fewer than nine 
moths showing a greater than 40% reduction compared to this quarter last year, a clear 
indication of the abysmal start we suffered earlier in the year. The discrepancy in the number 
of gardens between 2015 & 2016 is because not all the results were received in time. 

 

 
Table 1 GMS Q1 2016 – Top 20 Core Species 

 

Position 
Name 

Mean per trap 
% change 

2016 2015 2016 2015 

1 1 Common Quaker 19.31 26.33 -27% 

2 2 Hebrew Character 18.17 27.71 -34% 

3 3 Clouded Drab 6.15 9.44 -35% 

4 4 Small Quaker 3.32 5.27 -37% 

5 5 Early Grey 3.21 5.53 -42% 

6 6 March Moth 1.06 1.21 -13% 

7 7 Oak Beauty 1.01 1.43 -30% 

8 8 Twin-spotted Quaker 0.97 1.34 -28% 

9 9 Chestnut 0.7 0.98 -29% 

10 10 Light Brown Apple Moth 0.6 0.61 -2% 

11 11 Early Thorn 0.48 0.99 -52% 

12 12 Double-striped Pug 0.43 1.32 -68% 

13 13 Emmelina monodactyla 0.32 0.58 -44% 

14 14 Dotted Border 0.3 0.69 -57% 

15 15 Brindled Beauty 0.29 1.01 -71% 

16 16 Shoulder Stripe 0.27 0.47 -43% 

17 17 Powdered Quaker 0.27 0.62 -57% 

18 18 Satellite 0.2 0.23 -14% 

19 19 Streamer 0.16 0.32 -49% 

20 20 White-shouldered House Moth 0.13 0.14 -5% 

    Total 57.33 86.23 -34% 

 
Note  2016 - 323 gardens                                                                          2015 - 351 gardens 
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Breaking these figures down into regions, the following table shows the mean per recorder of 
the top ten moths for each region with some doing better than others.  The figure in brackets 
is the number of recorders for that region. 
 
Table 2 GMS Q1 2016 Comparison of the Top 20 Core Moths 
 
Scotland    (14) Mean North East    (20) Mean North West    (42) Mean 

Hebrew Character 9 Common Quaker 9 Common Quaker 23 

Common Quaker 5 Hebrew Character 9 Hebrew Character 16 

Clouded Drab 3 Clouded Drab 3 Clouded Drab 6 

Early Grey 2 Early Grey 2 Early Grey 3 

Chestnut 1 Small Quaker 1 Small Quaker 1 

Pine Beauty <1 Chestnut 1 March Moth 1 

March Moth <1 Oak Beauty 1 Twin-spotted Quaker 1 

Brindled Beauty <1 Twin-spotted Quaker <1 Oak Beauty 1 

Oak Beauty <1 March Moth <1 Chestnut 1 

Dotted Border <1 Double-striped Pug <1 Satellite <1 

Yorks & Humber  (15) Mean Ireland    (23) Mean East England    (32) Mean 

Common Quaker 14 Hebrew Character 18 Common Quaker 25 

Hebrew Character 14 Common Quaker 13 Hebrew Character 22 

Clouded Drab 5 Clouded Drab 9 Clouded Drab 7 

Small Quaker 2 March Moth 2 Small Quaker 5 

Early Grey 2 Early Grey 2 Early Grey 4 

March Moth 1 Early Thorn 1 March Moth 2 

Powdered Quaker 1 Dotted Border 1 Twin-spotted Quaker 2 

Satellite <1 Small Quaker 1 Oak Beauty 1 

Oak Beauty <1 Twin-spotted Quaker 1 Chestnut 1 

Chestnut <1 Oak Beauty 1 Emmelina monodactyla 1 

East Midlands    (25) Mean West Midlands    (27) Mean Wales    (45) Mean 

Hebrew Character 15 Common Quaker 23 Hebrew Character 22 

Common Quaker 13 Hebrew Character 21 Common Quaker 18 

Clouded Drab 7 Clouded Drab 7 Clouded Drab 9 

Small Quaker 3 Small Quaker 4 Early Grey 6 

Early Grey 2 Early Grey 2 Small Quaker 6 

Lt Brown Apple Moth 1 Oak Beauty 2 Oak Beauty 2 

Oak Beauty <1 March Moth 1 Twin-spotted Quaker 2 

Double-striped Pug <1 Chestnut 1 Chestnut 2 

March Moth <1 Emmelina monodactyla 1 March Moth 1 

Dotted Border <1 Light Brown Apple Moth 1 Shoulder Stripe 1 

South East    (51) Mean South West    (29) Mean Channel Islands    (1) Mean 

Common Quaker 19 Common Quaker 33 Common Quaker 62 

Hebrew Character 17 Hebrew Character 25 Hebrew Character 38 

Small Quaker 5 Clouded Drab 5 Light Brown Apple Moth 17 

Clouded Drab 5 Small Quaker 3 Early Grey 16 

Early Grey 4 Early Grey 2 Double-striped Pug 10 

Twin-spotted Quaker 1 Oak Beauty 1 Twin-spotted Quaker 10 

March Moth 1 Light Brown Apple Moth 1 Early Thorn 8 

Lt Brown Apple Moth 1 March Moth 1 Dotted Border 7 

Double-striped Pug 1 Early Thorn 1 Angle Shades 7 

Oak Beauty 1 Double-striped Pug 1 Silver Y 7 
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Table 4 below compares the records received from each region for the quarter.  The 
minimum and maximum moth numbers within a region vary considerably possibly reflecting 
location and/or the weather within the region.  The number of gardens per region vary 
between 1 and 52 while the trapping effort (Moth trap nights) is remarkably consistent.  It is 
also commendably high suggesting that the GMS input is well represented across the UK & 
Ireland. 
 

 
Table 4 GMS Q1 2015 minimum and maximum catches per region 
 

Region Gardens Total Mean 
Moths Moth Trap Nights 

Percent 
 Min Max Possible Actual 

SC 14 418 30 10 114 126 121 96 

NE 20 543 27 2 161 180 171 95 

Y&H 15 651 43 8 127 135 133 99 

NW 42 2396 57 1 259 378 344 91 

IRL 23 1223 53 1 218 207 201 97 

EE 32 2345 73 6 414 288 272 94 

EM 25 1176 47 2 153 225 216 96 

WA 44 3370 77 5 240 387 368 95 

WM 27 1739 64 3 375 243 234 96 

SE 51 3031 59 6 244 459 434 95 

SW 29 2325 80 7 281 261 249 95 

CH 1 241 241 n/a n/a 9 9 100 

 

New ideas for this report are always welcome and if anyone has a particular species, 
weather data or idea they would like to see included in the statistics please get in contact 
with Norman Lowe or myself.  In addition if there is anyone who is not too confident with 
computers and would like to have any information about their trap records over the years 
please get in touch. 

 

Should it be Taurus humungus or, perhaps, a Load of 
Bull?- David Baker 
 
Following the plea from our Editor for additional material for the Newsletter I wondered if I 
should put my fingers to the keyboard again to air an item which has left me with a negative 
bias.  
 
With the recent hullabaloo surrounding the referendum held on, of all days, my birthday I was 
reminded of something which is purported to have been initiated by the European Union. 
Rumour has it that because the general population, or is it the “Common People”, could not 
be expected to understand any of the scientific names given to our flora and Fauna and, 
therefore, to enable any charitable help from the EU vernacular names must be given to all 
our creatures and plants etc.   
    
As all our readers are aware the 600, or so, macro-moths and butterflies have all carried 
vernacular names for many, many years. However, only around 10% of the micro-moths are 
known by English vernacular names such as Diamond-back Moth and Brown China-mark. 
These 150, or so, species are the most common of the micros but the remaining 85%, 
around 1350 species, only carry the scientific name.  
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In 2010 I received a list of proposed vernacular names for all of the micro-moths on the 
British list and retained a copy for future use. Since that date we have had changes in the 
numbering system, i.e. from Bradley and Fletcher to Agassiz, Beavan and Heckford which 
has been generally accepted but I have not noticed a general use of the proposed micro-
moth names. I am sure that the author spent much time and considerable deliberation in 
compiling such a formidable list and can only admire his fortitude, but do we really need it? 
 

  
         

 Ypsolopha dentella     Ypsolopha sequella 

  
I have looked through my files and tried to relate the suggested names to some of the moths 
which visit my home patch and which I now know very well by their scientific names. These 
names come to mind readily each year, barring the odd senior moments when I can’t even 
remember yesterday.  
 
How about the lovely Ypsolopha dentella and Y. sequella  above.  Y. dentella already carries 
the vernacular of Honeysuckle Moth but do we wish Y. sequella to be Pied Smudge?  And, if 
so, why not change the older name to Honeysuckle Smudge. 
 
Smudge, to me, is an unwanted mark, usually small. Other group names suggested are 
“Midget”, “Pygmy”, “Dwarf”, “Slender” and “Obscure”.  Surely most of us are aware that most 
micro-moths are small and can be obscure so do we wish to differentiate a Midget from a 
Pygmy etc. 
 
Let’s try a few more of my regulars for which group names have been suggested.  How 
about “Conch”, “Bell”, “Button” and “Pearl” to name but a few. 

                          

 
  

              Aethes beatricella     Acleris holmiana 
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The two shown above are listed as Hemlock Yellow Conch and White-triangle Button, names 
which hardly roll off the tongue, although the white triangle is fairly obvious on A. holmiana, 
and in this case not obscure. My question is :- Are they any better for the general public with 
even a small amount of interest ? 
 
There are, seemingly of necessity, many more examples which I could list but I will restrict 
myself to a further two only. Here we have the Four-spotted Obscure and the Ash-bark Knot-
horn. 
 
 

  
                      

Oegoconia quadripuncta                                                                Euzophera pinguis 
 
I make no excuse for my negative attitude toward these proposals and these are my opinions 
and related to no one else. I am writing the article before the referendum and do not know 
whether we are committed to the EU or not. Perhaps the idea will fade away as many others 
have done. However, I hope that it will spark some interest and will be happy to send an 
electronic copy of the proposed lists to anyone interested. Contact me at                                                                              
d.baker99@mypostoffice.co.uk 
 

Notes from a new GMS recorder – Susan Nicholls 
 

I have always been interested in the living world, but 
first became interested in moths back in January 
2005 through a chance meeting – and a photo of a 
Red Underwing I had taken the previous year! I 
started going to the Berkshire Moth Group meetings 
each month and in March of that year, they lent me 
the electrics to run my own trap. As I didn’t have a 
trap, I used a cardboard box until it fell apart.  
 
 
 
 
 
As time went on, I built my own trap and used it 
regularly. Since 2011, I have almost stopped trapping 

– I was commuting for 12 months and got out of the habit, then my garden was flooded in 
2014, which damaged my choke (it did not like sitting under 3ft of Thames water!). Another 
member of BMG kindly fixed it for me last summer. 

This is the photo that started it all – Red 

Underwing in the dining-room, August 2003 

mailto:d.baker99@mypostoffice.co.uk
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This year, I came across the GMS page on Facebook, having already heard “GMS” during 
our monthly meetings, but not really knowing what it was. After joining, Dave Grundy sent me 
a message, encouraging me to register for GMS – which I did without delay. It was just the 
incentive I needed to get the trap out again, and regularly!  
 
I bought myself an outdoor thermometer ready for the off on March 4th. I have managed to 
trap each week since then, sometimes more than once. I post my records (or at least, the 
best of them) on the Facebook page and enjoy reading those from other members. Some of 
the photos are simply stunning. 
 
It has always been a source of huge amusement and entertainment within the Berkshire 
Moth Group that I have a caterpillar phobia, which means I cannot touch them or anything 
they have touched – this even extends to not being able to touch a photograph without 
needing to wash my hands! However, on 27th May, I was a bit slow in recording the moths in 
their pots and by the time I got to do it on 29th, an Iron Prominent and a White Ermine had 
both laid eggs. As they adhered to the pots, I decided I had no option but to breed them out 
– a process I find fascinating, even though it is incredibly difficult under the circumstances. 
 
I have now got the larvae through 8 days since hatching. Cleaning out is not easy when 
wearing rubber gloves (!) but I can do it. 
 

     
 
 
 

My cardboard moth trap – Summer 2005 

Iron Prominent larvae – one feeding on 

birch leaf, one just hatched – June 2016 

White Ermine larvae – hatching 

and hatched – June 2016 
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Joining GMS this year rekindled my wish to be an active trapper rather than a bystander. 
There are plenty of members more than willing to offer advice, whether it is an ID for a new 
species or suggestions on how to weather-proof the trap. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Notes from the 2016 GMS Annual Conference   
 
GMS 2015 Round-up 
Your editor started the proceedings by summarising the results of GMS 2015. The number of 
recorders is now stable at around 350 as it has been for the past 5 years. But we reached an 
important milestone as we now have records for the whole of the British Isles for a full 10 
years, from 2007 to 2016. The size of the database is also very impressive, with over 1.1 
million records from 749 recorders and 832 sites. 
 
Progress with the Butterfly Conservation National Moth Recording Scheme 
Zoe Randle from Butterfly Conservation reported on the progress of the National Moth 
Recording Scheme. This scheme, which also started in 2007 has over 20 million records and 
the aim is to produce an up-to-date atlas of macro-moths in 2017 and to this end 2016 will be 
the last year that records will be accepted for inclusion. Another exciting piece of news is that 
the scheme is being extended to include micro-moths (at last say some of us!!!). 
 
The influence of land use on moth abundance 
John Wilson (known to many of us as a long-time GMS recorder from Wales) has carried out 
a number of analyses of our dataset and has previously had a paper published in a peer-
reviewed Journal. This time John reported on work that he has done to compare the 
numbers of moths recorded with the nearby land use types. As we all know, life isn’t always 
as simple as we’d like it to be but John was able to find a number of statistically significant 
correlations. 
 
Gardening for moths and other wildlife 
Jan Miller of Saith Ffynnon wildlife plants gave us an interesting description of how to adapt 
a garden or piece of land for the benefit of moths, butterflies and wildlife in general. She is 
the author of a book, “Gardening for Butterflies, Bees and other beneficial insects” and 
brought along a number of copies for sale (she did a roaring trade!). 
 

White Ermine male – May 2016 

 

Newly constructed wooden trap. Has since 

been enhanced by 4 wheels (to save 

carrying it too far) and brass handles! 
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What’s happening around the regions? 
This gave an opportunity for members to share highlights (and lowlights!) of their 
experiences around the British Isles. Stephen Howarth stepped up to give us a description of 
what had been happening in Worcestershire and Warwickshire in 2015. He also compared 
the numbers of moth and species found in urban gardens with those in rural and small town 
gardens and was able to show differences including the interesting observation that 
recorders in urban settings recorded more moths, but fewer species.  
 
Commercial supporters 
Thankfully we were lucky with the weather so there was enough space for Mark Tunmore of 
Atropos Books to set up his stalls. But unfortunately there wasn’t enough space for Izumi’s 
attractive moth badges. We’ll rectify this next year! 
 

Tailpiece - Norman Lowe   
 
As you all know, records in each region are dealt with by our Area Coordinators, without 
whom GMS would not function. It’s important that you know who to contact in your area, so 
here’s the full list. 
 

Area Subarea Contact Email 

UK overall   Heather 
Young 

invert_ecology@yahoo.co.uk 

Ireland  Don 
Hodgers 

hedesore@gmail.com 

Scotland  Audrey 
Turner 

unicorn64@btinternet.com 

Wales   Norman 
Lowe 

norman@enviro-consulting.com 

South West 
England 

 George 
Davis 

g.davis140@btinternet.com 

Channel Isles  

South East 
England 

Overall D Gardner davidcgardner@farming.co.uk 

Surrey, Berks, Bucks and 
Oxfordshire  

Janet 
Cheney 

janet.cheney@btinternet.com 

Sussex, Hampshire, Isle 
of Wight 

Martin Ellis martin.ellis29@yahoo.co.uk 

Kent Ade Jupp ade_jupp@hotmail.com 

East of England   Graham 
Geen 

grahamgeen@btinternet.com  

West Midlands 
(England) 

Warks & Worcs Stephen 
Howarth 

stephen.howarth4@virgin.net 

Staffs & Shrops Mark Shaw,  markshaw7@btinternet.com 

Herefs Robin 
Hemming 

robinhemming@btinternet.com 

East Midlands 
(England) 

  Roger 
Freestone 

rogerf500@sky.com  

North West 
England 

  Steve 
Orridge 

steve.gms.nw@gmail.com 

Isle of Man   

Yorkshire and 
Humberside 

  David 
Baker 

d.baker99@mypostoffice.co.uk 

North East 
England 

  Mike Cook michael_j_cook@btinternet.com 
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Communications & Links. 
 
Garden Moth Scheme website: 
http://www.gardenmoths.org.uk/ 
For all your GMS  contact information; download section for forms, instructions, newsletters 
and identification guides; links to UKMoths for individual GMS species. 
 
Garden Moth Scheme Facebook Page 
https://www.facebook.com/GardenMothScheme 
Over 800 ‘Likes’; shares general information on the GMS and other moth-related topics. 
 
Garden Moth Scheme Facebook Group 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/438806469608527/ 
Currently 1,406 members (not all active GMS participants); the best place to post your 
messages and photos; files section containing forms, instructions, newsletters and 
identification guides. 
 
Garden Moth Scheme Yahoo Group 
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Gardenmoths/info 
Members-only forum for discussion; files section containing forms, instructions, newsletters 
and identification guides. 

 
GMS Sponsors 
 

 
 
Atropos, the journal for butterfly, moth and dragonfly enthusiasts. 
www.atropos.info 
Provides resources for moth recorders, including the online Flight Arrivals news page. 
  
Mail order book service offers key titles for moth recorders at competitive prices: 
www.atroposbooks.co.uk 
  
The Boat House, Church Cove, Lizard, Cornwall, TR12 7PH 
01326 290287 
enquiries@atropos.info 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gardenmoths.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/GardenMothScheme
https://www.facebook.com/groups/438806469608527/
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Gardenmoths/info
http://www.atropos.info/
http://www.atroposbooks.co.uk/
mailto:enquiries@atropos.info
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For all your equipment requirements from moth traps and pots to nets – quality products at 
affordable prices. 
www.angleps.com 
Station Road, Hindolveston, Norfolk, NR20 5DE 
01263 862068 
sales@angleps.com 
 
 

 
MapMate is a biological recording system designed for enthusiasts to record, map, analyse 
and share their natural history sightings. It was originally developed for moth recording and 
has now expanded to include most of the UK fauna and flora. It is being used by some 
20,000 individuals and institutions in the UK including very large groups like the Botanical 
Society of Britain and Ireland. 
www.mapmate.co.uk 
 

 

 

 
 

http://www.angleps.com/
mailto:sales@angleps.com
http://www.mapmate.co.uk/

